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Worksheet based on L-1 Wonderful waste . 

Name -________________ Class/sec-_______ Date -_______ 

 

Q I) Choose the correct answer and put a  tick mark against it . 

1) Who had ordered a grand dinner in the palace ? 

a) Emperor of Vijaynagar      b) Maharaja of Travancore  

c) King of Bijapur                  d) Sultan of Agra . 

2) The Maharaja entered the kitchen to _________ the  dishes . 

a) taste    b) eat             c) survey               d) pour . 

3) The cook was in a fix .The phrase in a fix  means – 

a) excited        b) happy            c) a situation hard to escape from        d)sad. 

4) A __________ is a list of directions to prepare  a dish . 

a) ingredient        b) recipe           c) avial               d)mixture . 

5) The cook had planned to _______ away the vegetable scraps . 

a) eat        b) cut           c) throw               d) cook . 

6) The mother in law had cooked a special dish made from tender _____ 

shoots . 

a) bamboo         b) drumstick                c) cauliflower        d) lotus . 

7) The bridegroom was unable to have bamboo curry in the end because 

it was ___________. 

a) soft              b)  bitter              c) hard                  d) tasty. 
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8) The number of syllables in the word ` chopped ` is ________. 

a) one  b) three  c) two   d)  four . 

Q2) Give one word for the following . 

1) A hearty meal served on special occasion - ________ . 

2) Meal taken at night - ______________ . 

3) Impressive and large - ______________. 

4) A  thing which is left over after the greater part has been used - 

____________. 

5) Being very strict - ___________. 

Q3) Rearrange the jumbled letters and write the correct  word. 

1) eyvrus - _____________   2) rapssc- ________________ 

3)mosufa- ______________   4)vial - _________________ 

Q4) Who said to whom ? 

1) What are you going to do with the vegetable scraps ? 

Ans - ___________________said to ___________________. 

2) They are waste .We will throw them away . 

Ans - ____________________ said to __________________. 

Q5) Complete the sentences . 

1) The Maharaja entered the kitchen ___________________________. 

2) Avial is now one of the dishes in ______________________________. 

3) The cook was in a fix and kept staring _________________________. 

Q6) Write the recipe of  Avial . 

Ans - 

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 
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